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SPILL PLANES

How many of you have bought a
Then came the learning part.
By
spill plane and tried to make spills? The
I separated out every conceivable
Herb Kean
odds are that you won't get a really good
variable that existed, and worked on
spill on the as-found plane. What's worse
them one by one. As improbable as it
is that from time to time on a plane that originally
appeared, there were fifteen variables that affected the
produced good spills, you end up with lousy ones.
production of a "perfect" spill. See Figure 7 for a
Many articles, and also a chapter in a book, have been
tightly-wound, tapered and stiff "perfect" spill. I will
written about this phenomenon, and I have tuned up
list them at the end of the article so as not to muddy
spill planes just before a demonstration, but neither
up your reading with technical jargon. If you really
the articles, the book, nor I, have found all the secrets
want to make, or tune up, a spill plane, you can battle
that takes it out of the luck category. A couple of obthrough the fifteen points at the end.
vious things like sharpening the blade, tightening the
After getting my newly made plane to cut great
wedge etc. do not always solve the problem.
spills, I decided to put the variables to the test. If they
When my son Steve asked me to make him a
were truly meaningful, I should be able to get all five
spill plane to show it off to his customers, I told him
of my other spill planes to work. At the time, two of
that I would rather buy one and fumble around trying
them worked intermittently, one worked fine, and two
to get it to work. Making one from scratch looked to
didn't work worth a tinker's dam. It took the better
be more time consuming. However, I told him I
part of a morning to apply most of the variables to all
would make one and record the time.
those planes. However, I'm happy to say that they
My philosophy has always been, "You learn by
now all work. And, the thing that I really feel great
doing". I felt most definitely that I would uncover
about is the fact that the mystery is gone. Almost any
some of the secrets of these planes that up to that time
configuration plane at a sharply skewed angle works
escaped me. I laid out the sketch for the easiest spill
if tuned with the variables! And
plane that I knew of: the two piece model (improved
rightly so, as the people making
to a three piece model later). I also picked the blade
these planes were rarely profesorientation as "flat" to simplify
sional planemakers and I susthe mortise work. See Figure 1
pect that very few knew anyfor the finished plane. Making
thing about critical compound
the plane was relatively easy,
angles etc. When you follow the
and I surprised myself with
rules, you too, with very little
how little time I spent completconcern for accuracy, can make
ing the basics. But, as suspector tune a spill plane.
ed, it didn't work nearly well
Six different styles (and there
enough to suit me.
are
others) are shown in the folFig. 1 Author’s home made spill plane.
lowing photos: Figure 1-- Three
-piece with a " flat" blade and a full-eye escapement;
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The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in the identification,
study, preservation and exhibition of tools and implements
used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our heritage.

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the
above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen
dollars for the membership year of July 1 through June 30.
Membership fees may be sent to the Treasurer: John Whelan,
38 Colony Court, Murray Hill, NJ 07974 (write check payable to Crafts of New Jersey).
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge, High
Bridge. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go north on
Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at the High Bridge
exit. Turn right and go about half a mile to Dennis Ave. Turn
left, then straight to the Masonic Lodge (on the left). Tailgate
sales in the parking lot begin at 10 A.M., meeting starts at 1
P.M.
The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of New
Jersey. Editor: Bob Garay, 147 Dupont Ave, Hopatcong, NJ
07843. EMAIL - takeadip@optonline.net
Articles, especially about early tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the Editor.

CRAFTS Calendar of Events
June 8 – CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
Sept. 7 - CRAFTS picnic, Lamington, N.J.

It was heartwarming to get the phone calls and
letters and the personal congrads from all of you on my
"comeback". Again-- THANK YOU!
This is my last “President's Corner” as my one
year term is up and I just don't have the aggressive vitality it requires to do a good job. I will still be a Director, and still help in every area I can. Tools are in my
blood and so is CRAFTS.
Tool collecting has come a long way since I
started 30 years ago. But that's to be expected with anything that is comparatively new. We still have a long
way to go if we are to catch up to some of the other collectibles. Tools are slightly hindered in prestige as in
some people's eyes they are "things of the working
man". It is hard to convince these people that the tools
of the working man are one of the things that made this
country great.
As with all collectibles, condition and eye appeal became as important as rarity, function or history.
We should not try to ballyhoo our personal priorities as
the "only way to go". Collectibles are for the collector,
and his priority is what counts. Of course there are limits to this theory, such as the destruction of valuable
information that the tool yields. However, in almost all
cases, tool collectors are sensible in this respect. So let's
welcome everyone in our group, whether we agree with
them or not. And let's help make tool collecting grow,
both in the number of collectors and in the eyes of the
world.

CRAFTS Website
http://craftsofnj.org

AUCTION MANAGERS REPORT 2003
Crafts of NJ had another successful auction this
year, even though metallic plane prices were a bit soft,
wood planes seemed to be pretty firm. The auction
would not have gone so well if not for the hard work of
the people that helped so much. As usual we had the
base core of diligent workers headed by the always able
Ed Modugno assisted by James Travis and George
Duin feeding the runners. The runners included: Pat
Ryan, Frank Scordo, Jim Mallen, Chuck Granick, Bob
Senkbeil, Frank Sherriff, Ken Hopfel, Tom Thornton,
and Milt Potosky, and new member Bill Decoster. Special thanks to Leon Kashishian for doing almost all of

the recording. The usual great job of registering and
tallying was done by Jack Whelan, Dave Nowicki, Fran
and Frank Smith. Undoubtedly the person who does the
most to make this sale a success is Steve Zluky, who
single-handedly looks at every lot and catalogs it. If I
have missed anyone who helped with the sale I humbly
apologize. The Auction was called by Frank Dennis
and his assistant Jim at over 100 lots an hour. Last but
not least thanks to our president Herb Kean and past
president Joe Houck for keeping everything on an even
keel. For 2004 the auction date is April 17.
Regards, Greg Welsh
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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

At our April meeting, we were delighted to host
woodturner, Dennis Fuge. He gave his presentation to a
packed house of CRAFTS members who were captivated by his woodturnings. Before
the actual presentation, many
members enjoyed the display of
woodturning projects of vases,
bowls and wood hats; yes I said
wood hats. Dennis turns most all
of his projects from wet wood that
has not yet dried. He turns them
into a rough shape, leaving some
thickness for final turning. He
then double bags them and labels
with the date, wood type and project. After about four to six
months he will take them out and
Dennis on the lathe.
put them in his warm workshop.
Then, after about ten months they will be ready for their
final turning.

Above left is a ball
cap turned from walnut
wood with the light colored
sap wood. Above right are
two small bowls made
from scrap wood. To the
right is your editor finding
a perfect fit with the wood
cowboy hat!

Above left is some of the different wood Dennis has
rescued from the firewood pile. At right he shows how a
bowl is cut from the log.

There was much interest in the sharpening jig Dennis
fashioned to sharpen his lathe chisels. It helps him to quickly
keep the chisel at the right angle.

Dear Wizard:
Enclosed is a photo of what I thought was a
Stanley No.78 weatherstripping plane. But the handle
doesn't look like the picture in John Walter's book, and a
lever holds the runner to the sole rather than the captured screw. There is no mention of Stanley anywhere,
just MADE IN USA and some casting numbers (C201
on the body). Any idea who made it? ---- James Laurent

lever action on the original weatherstripper. Stanley
continued with the lever after acquiring Union, possibly
using their leftover parts. The design has a flaw in that
there is no anti-rotational device to keep the hook, that
captures the lever, from loosening through use. So Stanley changed it to the captured screw design. Clarence
Blanchard has one exactly like yours, even with the
C201 marking, and others from Union have the blade
marked with their name. There is some thought that
originally it could have been
done in an after-market cottage labor idea, because
what few original Union
models that have been seen
have the slot for the hook cut
through in a very unprofessional manner.

Dear James,
After talking to John
Walter, Walter Jacob, Clarence Blanchard, and Pat
Leach here's my conclusions: It was made by the
Union Manufacturing Company. You obviously have
one where you can't see the
name on the blade or it has
been replaced. It seems that
Union came out with the
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Continued from pg. 1

are held in a vise or clamped to the bench. Straightgrained pine works best.
6) Double-fenced soles that capture the work piece
allow for a more consistent shaving thickness, and
easier planing.

Fig. 2 Two-piece spill plane with flat blade and a half-eye
escapement.

a horizontal sole and a wedged escapement (most of
these are actually modified from an existing molding
plane); Figure 4-- V-bottom sole with a half-eye escapement; Figure 5-- Double-fenced sole with a parallel escapement; Figure 6-- Double-fenced sole with a
half-eye escapement. There are as many more types as

7) It is easier to push, and to curl the shaving when
the exposure of the blade is minimal.
8) The angle of the edge of the blade to the forward
edge of the mouth can be adjusted in the "flat" blade
models so as to get a tighter spill.
9) The space between the edge of the blade and the
forward edge of the mouth can be adjusted in the
"flat" blade models so as to get a tighter spill.

Fig.5 A double-fenced spill plane with a parallel escapement.

Fig. 3 Molding plane body spill plane.

there are creative woodworkers.

10) The inside of the fence should be square to the
sole.
11) The blade edge must be dead parallel to the sole
to prevent cumulative tiny angle errors from beveling
the workpiece.

Here are the variables, in no particular order:
1) A razor sharp blade.
2) A super tight wedge.
3) The lower tip of the wedge cannot interfere with
the escapement. In many cases it is contoured in a
cove to match the rest of the escapement. Over time,
dimensional changes may create this interference.
4) The grain orientation of the work piece should be
such that you are not planing grain running up toward
you. Even parallel grain is not as good as grain running up away from you. (Opposite for bench models
where the plane is upside down.)
5) A wider board works better with the models that

Fig. 4 Spill plane with a V bottom sole.

Fig.6 Double-fenced spill plane with a half-eye escapement.

12) The workpiece should start from a true jointed
edge. If you are going to make a lot of these spills, it's
not a bad idea to square up the edge of the workpiece
now and then when it starts going out of square, or
not yielding a good spill.
13) Sometimes a slower stroke with downward pressure helps to true up the edge for subsequent strokes.
Usually the stroke is rapid.
14) It might take 3 or 4 passes to get the plane and the
workpiece to "find each other", before a good spill
emerges.
15) If the spill breaks up before its full length, check
to see that the rear portion of the sole is not vertically
lower than the forward portion. If it is -- get the soles
THE TOOLSHED—JUNE 2003
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Fig 7 Tightly-curled spill ready to light a pipe or a candle around the house.

to match. A sole that starts off dead flat in both sections can sometimes change over the length of a heating season.
If you really work at trying to understand what
makes a spill plane function, almost any configuration
will provide you with a decent spill. And a simple but
gutsy model like Figure 1, will give you perfect spills
for as long as your arms can keep moving.
Afterthought: When Doris proofread this article, her
only comment was: "How can anyone get so wound
up over a little wooden shaving?" (Opposites definitely attract.)

RAY WISNIESKI’S UNIQUE TOOLS
Photo 1

Photo 2

When I first started collecting over twenty
years ago I purchased a strange looking saw from a
local dealer. Photo No.1 & 2. He wasn’t sure what it
was for, and so it remained a mystery for many years.
Recently I bought a copy of the book, Hand-Saw Makers Of North America, by Erwin L. Schaffer. While
paging through, I got to page 105, and there it was. It
is called, “Three Saws In One,” rip, cross cut and mitre combined, with the famous B.M.T. patent tooth
design. The saw was made by the MontagueWoodrough Saw Co. of Chicago, Ill., circa 1890.
The unusual feature of the plow plane in photo
No.3 is the round arms. The diameter of the arms are
too small for it to be an incomplete screw arm. I spoke
to Don Rosebrook who has a book on plow planes. He
said he has only seen one other which is in his collection.
Planes with six wedges are very uncommon.

Photo No. 4 is a
stair rail plane with
two wedges for the
cutters, two wedges
for the nickers, and
two wedges for
locking the arms.
Anybody having a
plane with six
wedges or more
contact the Tool
Shed editor so we
can show your
plane to our readers.

Photo 3

Photo 4
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For many CRAFTS
A.M., as auctioneer Frank DenCRAFTS AUCTION 2003
members, the CRAFTS Auction
nis got things rolling at a brisk
By Bob Garay
starts earlier in the year. As
pace. The first item of the aucmembers sort through
tion was a broad axe by Rockatheir collection, they
way, N.J. maker, McKinnon Bros., which was won
ponder over what
for $50. Before the first hour of the auction, one of
tools to place in the
the auction sparklers, a bridge type plow plane by
auction.
Members
Maccubbin was hammered down for $2400.
realize
that
the
As the auction continued it became apparent
CRAFT auction has
that the many Stanley
the lowest commistools were being won
sion rates, compared
for the low end of
to other major tool Saturday morning preview of tools.
their book value. A
auctions, so their tools
good example of this
should bring a nice return. Of course, there are two
was lot number 47, a
CRAFTS members who begin their auction work earStanley No.2C smooth
lier than any one else. Greg Walsh and Steve Zluky
plane in fine condiare the hardest workers for CRAFTS, as they singletion. It went for $300.
handedly prepare for this exciting day. Friday night
The book value for
before the auction, many members gathered at the
this tool is $250 to
Elks Lodge to help set up for Saturday. There was
$500. Another exam- Maccubbin bridge plow plane.
much talk about the “Brown Auction” the past week
ple was the Stanley
and also the coming “Live Free Or Die Auction” in
No. 9 cabinet maker’s block plane with original hot
Nashua. We were hoping that with so much tool acdog handle in fine+ condition. It was won for $1900,
tion this spring, that
which is at the low
the CRAFTS auction
end of the quoted
would realize a rebook value of $1750
spectable sales total.
- $2250. Different
We were lucky this
theories were proyear to get many qualiposed as to the low
ty tools including a
interest in Stanley
Stanley No. 9 plane.
large quantity of Stantools. Some say the
ley tools. So our hopes
market in the area is
were high for a good
flooded due to one of the largest collections of Stanturnout.
ley tools being released for sale in the past year. OthLeaving my Auction runners were at the ready.
ers say that eBay has opened up the Stanley market
house early Saturday
making these tools easily accessible. In retrospect I
morning, I set out in a light drizzle. As I got to the
feel Stanley tool prices held their value. There just
Elks Lodge at 7 A.M., a few brave soles were setting
weren’t any runaway bids on these tools. I won the
up tarps and tents to get the tailgate sales going. As
high bid for a Stanley No. 1 plane in fine condition
the drizzle continued, the back of the auction room
for $1100. Not a steal, but a fair price for a good tool.
was cleared and dealer tables were set up for an imThere were some surprises spread throughout
promptu dealer sale; a first for the CRAFTS auction.
the auction. Lot number 161 listed a wooden rule w/
Perhaps this will be the start of something. As tailgatunusual hinge. Two knowledgeable collectors recoging was slow, many people decided to spend the time
nized it as the rare Clark’s Patent hinge and battled
before the auction
the bids up to $700. Lot No. 171 consisted of two
carefully studying
James Swan catalogs from 1909 & 1911. It was a surthe tools in the
prise when bidding
auction. The sparended at $400. Bow
kler table drew a
drills were of special
continuous crowd
interest to one collecas auction workers
tor who paid $300
assisted
buyers
for lot No. 229, a
with close inspecmatching drill and
tions.
bow made of roseThe aucwood, ivory, and
tion
started
brass. The same colpromptly at 7:30 Greg Walsh mans the sparkler table.
lector won lot No. 401, Clark’s patent hinged rule.

___ I
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a very fancy small
brass bow drill and
bow for $950. More
action took place as
collectors
battled
over rare rules. Lot
No. 239, a boxwood
two foot two fold
rule made by Bristol,
Conn.
Maker Bow drill & bow made of rosewood,
H.A.Seymour was ivory and brass.
won for $525. Another sleeper was
lot No. 529. Listed
as a British two
fold rule with board
measure, it turns
out this is actually a
very early rule
made by Stanford
& Rook of East
Cambridge, Mass.
It was battled over
by two experienced
collectors and final- Top rule is a H.A. Seymour of Brisly secured for $550. tol, Conn. Bottom rule is Stanford &
Rook of East Cambridge, Mass.
Wood
planes, especially
unique makers or early ones drew plenty of interest.
Lot No. 277 a early plow plane by Jo Fuller sold for
$525. Another early plane Lot No. 320 a 1700’s
crown molding plane by W. MARTIN, PHILADA
was won by one of our
auction workers for
$2,200. Lot No. 317, a
rosewood and boxwood
plow plane by Ward &
Fletcher brought a high
bid of $600. A unique
wooden toted come-and
-go match plane went
just beyond my bid for
$240. In general most
wood planes did very
well this day.
There was a
Jo Fuller plow plane.
good representation of
New Jersey tools in the
auction. Topping the list
was a W. JOHNSON
rosewood level with its
original paper label still
intact. This level was a
surprise when bidding
carried it up to $1000. A
very
clean
A.
MOCKRIDGE,
NEWARK, N.J. adjustable W. MARTIN crown molder.

sash plane sold for
$95. A Gage No.2
smooth
plane
reached a high bid of
$175. Lot No. 155, a
P.Lowentraut, Newark N.J., 20th Century
wrench-brace
with rosewood handles reached a high
bid of $125. Later
another
P.Lowentraut, Newark N.J. wrench- Rosewood & boxwood plow plane
brace sold for $75. by Ward & Fletcher.
Some of the most
talked about New
Jersey tools was
a set of four
N.Norton
of
Camden,
N.J.,
bead planes with
lignum boxing.
The 3/8” and the
1/2” size sold for
Unsigned toted come & go plane.
$100 each. The
5/8” size sold for $120, while the larger 7/8” size was
fought over and hammered down at $190.
Throughout the auction, I took breaks and
was pleased to see the sun had broke thru in the late
morning. Many dealers remained set-up throughout
the auction and saw sales during the afternoon. I was
delighted to leave the
auction with a box of
tools that included some
sparklers and some good
deals to resale on eBay.
As always it was a great
education for the tool
collector and a chance
to meet fellow tool collectors.
Three of the N. Norton bead
planes with lignum boxing.
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BOOK REVIEW
By Hank Allen
North Brothers Mfg. Co. Product Guide
Joseph W. Ward
2000, Hardcover, 232 pages, $39 postpaid
Available from the author at: 354 Inverness
Terrace Court, Baraboo, WI 53913
The names “Yankee” and “Handyman”
are legend to Stanley collectors. Well, Stanley
acquired them with the 1946 purchase of the
North Brothers Mfg. Co., a Philadelphia manufacturing firm.
Seldon and Ralph North founded North
Brothers in 1880 in the Kensington district of
Philadelphia. Initially the firm was a general
brass and iron foundry. In 1892 they acquired
the American Machine Co. of Philadelphia. The
product lines acquired had nothing to do with
tools: ice cream freezers, ice chippers, fluting
machines, tobacco cutters and shaves, and other
household products. Several other firms with
lines of ice cream freezers were subsequently
acquired. It’s not clear what happened to these
non-tool lines after 1946.
North started in the tool business in
1897 with the Forest City screwdriver and in
1898 brought out the Yankee spiral screwdriver.

This pair of small ice tongs for moving pieces of ice in
home ice boxes was patented in 1888 and produced by the
North Bros Mfg. Co. It is shown in an early advertisement
for their foundry products as "I X L" ice tongs.

I

I . . . . - - -_

I

_

Zachry Furbish of Augusta, Maine, was granted
several screwdriver patents starting with a
ratchet screwdriver in 1895. He moved to Philadelphia in 1896 and assigned subsequent patents to the North Brothers Mfg. Co. So, Zachry
was probably the “Yankee” after whom the line
of tools was named. Years later a North Brothers catalog (date unknown) pointed out that
there were fifteen or more spiral screwdrivers
on the market in 1898, but most had since disappeared as the Yankee become the standard
tool of the kind for numerous listed virtues and,

“at such lower price that every mechanic could
afford one.”
Joe Ward’s book offers a bit of North
Brothers’ history, a product guide of the offerings from 1898 through 1946, and a guide to the
values
that
collectors
place on the
tools today.
The book also
includes the
repair instructions for spiral screwdrivers put out by
North Bros.,
which
describe how to
take
them
apart and reassemble
Author Joseph W. Ward
them. There are
also the manufacturer’s diagrams of jigs and fixtures (which you
could easily make) to use in the process. Parts
lists for all of the spiral screwdrivers are also
included, so if you now needed a part you’d
know what other models had the same part and
could then find a junker to get the part you
need.
Joe is a modest person who speculates in
his preface that there are those with more
knowledge and better collections, but as for a
book, “Where are they?”
For now, Joe is the man! See photo. From boyhood Joe has always collected something, mostly now long gone as he became engaged in his
career in the manufacturing, design, and building of injection molds
for the plastics industry.
In his work,
he developed
an appreciation of fine
craftsmen
and
their
-,
tools.
He Patent 982510, "Ratchet Mechanism"
laments that January 24th, 1911. George Leopold,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
power tools Patentee.
Assignor to North Brothers Manufacand comput- turing Company.
er-aided
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manufacturing have diminished the importance
of craftsmen. With this inspiration, he was to
become a collector again. He’s a long-time
member of M-WTCA.
He purchased two nearby, run-down
houses and in them found two chests full of
wooden planes. “WOW!” he exclaimed at the
time. The planes are now gone, but admiring
the craftsmanship of the North Brothers he decided to collect their Yankee tools. Joe has all
of the Yankee line except for the No. 2000
brake lining and belt cutter, which he has never
seen. If you have an extra please give him a
call!
In North’s history there were 54 models
of ratchet screwdrivers and spiral ratchet screwdrivers and drills: 11 ratchet and 43 spiral ratchet. A dozen or more of them were continued by
Stanley in 1946. The models that Stanley continued are not, however, so highly regarded as
to make it into John Walter’s book. The Yankee
tool line also included a large number of hand
drills and a few vises, braces, offset drivers, tool
kits, and drivers, drills, etc. Probably the bestknown Yankee product is the No. 100 tool set,
which includes three screwdrivers with drivers
and drills in a wooden box. In fine or new condition the set can bring $350 or more. Also
highly valued by collectors are the point-of-

North Bros. “YANKEE” reciprocating drill with original box. Often referred to as an “Archimedean” drill.

purchase demonstrators, stands, and cases. A
Yankee spiral-screwdriver demonstrator in fine
condition can go for $850 or more. I recall one
close to this in a CRAFTS auction and one that
went for $1,650 in a Brown auction.
The original basic spiral screwdriver is the
model No. 30. There were also heavier and
lighter versions, Nos. 31 and 35. Starting in
1912 “quick-release” models, featuring a spring
in the handle to return the handle after each
down push, were introduced. They were designated Models 130, 131, and 135, but the earlier
models, being less expensive, continued in pro-

duction. In 1923 major technical improvements
were made in all six models leading to replacement models, which carried an “A” suffix. Altogether there are a dozen of these models, which
are readily available at reasonable prices, even
in original boxes ($20 - $45 in fine condition).
But the search is complicated, much like Stanley tools, by different types of the same model.
For example, there are 20 types of the No. 30.
Similarly, there are ten stripped-down and
stronger models made exclusively for factory
use; they are the models 2x and 12X, some with
“A” versions. I’ve not found any of these in really good condition, probably because they
were used “to death” in the factories. Reflecting
the shortage, the price guide shows much higher
prices for them ($100 to $200 in fine condition).
With their availability and price, Yankee
tools, or even just screwdrivers, would seem to
be a neat way to start a collection. But buy the
book first, for it’s packed with good information. Order
directly
from
Joe Ward for
$39 postpaid at
the above address. Also, email Joe at

In 1922 North Bros. introduced their
new brace model 2100. The core of
this brace is the ratchet mechanism,
which runs on bearings. The development of the ratchet and other features
were due to a series of patents awarded North Bros employees, Thomas
Fegley and George Leopold.

joeandlou@charter.net to be put on his list for
updates. Thanks, Joe, for this fine addition to
our tool literature.
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In a subsequent contract
“BANG” PLANE
During a Sunday
dated
November
15, 1837, Bang
By Chuck Granick
tool hunting excursion
apparently became a subcontracthrough eastern Pennsylvator to H. Chapin, as he agreed to
nia, I had the good fortune
manufacture 96 dozen rules in
to run into a dealer who had just purchased a
various configurations for $257.76. The factory
small tool collection. Among the 40 or so moldwas to provide all the wood and joints to Bang.
ing planes in the collection, one plane stood out
The rules were to be made outside of the Chaimmediately. On the top of what was otherwise
pin Factory and delivered when completed.
a rather unassuming ovalo with fillet by H.
CHAPIN/UNION FACTORY was a well exeAs to Bang’s ivory inlaid plane, a number of
questions come to mind:
1. Why did Bang, a skilled rule maker,
need a common ovalo molding plane?
2. Why was such a common molder
“embellished” with an ivory inlay? As a
skilled rule maker, Bang would certainly have ivory scraps available to him, as
well as the stamps to stamp the ivory.
But why embellish a common beech
ovalo worth $.62? It is highly unlikely
that it was a presentation piece.
3. Are there any other tools (i.e. planes,
bevels, squares, gauges, etc.) similarly
inlayed with the W.H. Bang name? Perhaps Bang embellished all of his tools
similarly.
Comments by “Tool Shed” readers
would be welcomed.
cuted diamond shaped inlay in ivory. The inlay
bore the stamped inscription “W.H. BANG
1837.” I purchased the plane, (at Joe Hauck’s
insistence) at a fair price for what I thought was
simply an average plane with a little embellishment.
Later that evening I was researching an
unusual ruler for Joe Hauck utilizing Kenneth
Robert’s book, Wooden Planes in 19th Century
America (Volume II) which chronicles the history of the H. Chapin factory. Upon perusing
the chapter on the rulemaking history of the factory, I serendipitously came across a reference
to a William H. Bang. In a contract dated November 11, 1835, Herman Chapin hired W.H.
Bang for a 15-month period to oversee and instruct workmen in rulemaking. In exchange,
Bang was to receive $9.50 per week ($494.00
per year). Experienced rule makers, at the time,
were making $100.00 per year.
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A LOST ART
As I look at the Swap & Sells at the tool
meetings and auctions, I see very little swapping.
To me it appears as if trading is a lost art. My
generation grew up on trading. We traded picture
cards, bottle tops, match books, mibs, --- and if
you were really somebody, you traded stamps. I
can remember going to the back of the bank, on
the way home from school, to get all their thrown
out envelopes so I could soak off the stamps.
Every now and then I'd hit a good one, and if it
was a "double", it was traded.
Except for New England (the home of the
natural trader) I did very little tool trading. I tried,
but most collectors preferred just buying and selling. Even the dealers wanted it to be a simple buy
-and-sell. I used to think that it was because they
felt that they might not get the best end of the
deal. But there were plenty of very astute dealers
that wanted no part of trading. Not so, in the case
of Frank Kerr.
Frank had a barn full of tools in Minnisink
Hills, Pa. He passed away in July of 2001. And
with him went some of the best "tool times" that I
ever had. Aside from the singing and storytelling
that we did, our greatest "sport" was trading. We
never really tried to "beat-up" the other guy, but
we always tried to get just a bit better at the end
of the trade. The wrangling that went on sometimes was very misleading to any stranger that
had come by to purchase some tools the "proper"
way. Anyone would think that we didn't like each
other. It couldn't have been further from the truth.
Wrangling was an integral part of the tool transaction, not very far from the "negotiating" that
takes place today.
Trading has some definite advantages over
buying and selling and then figuring out the net
difference at the end. If a piece is "not for sale", it
takes on an extra psychological importance. If
you don't believe it, just see how many offers you

get for a piece with a tag on it that reads, "NOT
FOR SALE". However, the sword of trading cuts
both ways. Your not-for-sale piece can match the
other guy's not-for-sale piece. Some highpowered antiques have been acquired in that
fashion.
I have to admit that if you are going to be
involved in a bulk transaction, trading slows up
the whole operation, and most likely louses it up
also. Trading is mostly for the fun of it for a few
pieces. Frank and I usually traded anywhere from
three to five pieces at a time. I can't remember
when we touched any money in our deals. If it
didn't come out even, we would force it to be
even with another piece. Whatever it took. And
each of us would always whine about how bad
we were "taken" by the other guy. It was great
sport.
The only time that I can remember a problem
was when we traded "out of our league". That is
for something that neither one of us knew a lot
about. It was a 15-position ravioli roller in great
shape. When I bought it I was told that it was
Victorian. Frank had some New York City clients
that went big for Victorian, so it became his, after
the proper amount of wrangling. A week or so
later someone who knew kitchenware advised
Frank that it was neither Victorian or valuable.
He had the books and price realized lists to prove
it. As gentlemen with tool knowledge, Frank and
I never reneged nor reversed a deal. Stuck was
stuck, and only a good laugh was the recourse.
But this was different, and we both accepted it as
such. So I took it back, which Frank rued to his
dying day, as I never let him forget it.
In the computer world of today, I doubt that
much trading of tools goes on. But it's a lot of
fun, and you might end up with the very piece
that you couldn't get otherwise. Give it a shot!
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LEAD SHOOT BOARD PLANE
By Jack Whelan
The plane of the photographs was acquired at
one of the auctions of the Merc Beitler collection
in 1992. It is believed to have been used in a print
shop to trim the edges of a stereotype printing
plate.
In the stereotype
process, the type is
composed by hand,
and a mold is made
from this. Type metal
is then cast into this
mold, to form a duPhoto 1
plicate printing plate.
Since the original plate has a limited use life, the
process is practical if many copies are to be printed; the original can be used to produce many duplicates. (Learn more in Knight's American Mechanical
Dictionary.)
The
duplicate
plates have uneven edges that must be straightened and sized in order to be mounted in the
press, and this is the function of the tool shown.
It is a substantial iron plane, 12 1/2 inches long and weighing 6 1/2 pounds. Photo 1 shows the bottom, with
diagonal ridges
cast in and subsequently milled
flat. Fence and
sole
(through
which the iron
shows) are also
milled. The top
Photo 2
view (Photo 2)
shows the cutting
iron. It is substantial, 7/32 inch thick; it is sharpened at a 60-degree angle and beveled at 72 degrees. The simple screw mounting allows variation in this bevel, but the reason for this isn't apparent to me. Both iron and stock are stamped
"66" (or is it 99?), implying that more than one
such
tool
was
in
use.
There are no identifying marks on the tool, so
its function is not firmly established. If you have
another idea, the Tool Shed (and I) will be glad to
hear of it.

TOOL EVENTS
June 7 - Steere - Spicer’s Tool Auction, North Kingstown, RI., (401) 295-0339.
June 8 -CRAFTS meeting Masonic Lodge, Highbridge,
N.J.
June 8 - Fine Tool Journal Auction sale.
June 21- Live Free or Die Auction at EAIA meeting
Avoca, NY. (607) 566-2617.
July 11 & 12 - Live Free or Die Tool Auction , Hillsboro Center, N.H. www.mjdtools.com.
July 30 - David Stanley general auction, UK.
www.davidstanley.com.
August 29 & 30- The Biggest Tool Show West of The
Mid-West. Presented by The Rocky Mountain,
Southwest and P.A.S.T. Tool Collectors.
For
information call Bill McDougall (505)
344-9272.
Sept 5 & 6 - Live Free or Die Tool Auction , Nashua,
N.H. www.mjdtools.com.
Sept 7 - CRAFTS picnic, Brady Camp, Lamington,
N.J. Tailgating starts at 8AM, catered lunch at
noon. Judged tool displays with prizes. Call
Ken Vliet at (610) 837-5933.
Sept 21 - Joint meet MWTCA, Montgomery, N.Y. site
of Orange County Farmers Museum. Contact
Walt Karsten (845)457-5710.
Sept 27 - David Stanley International Tool Auction,
UK. www.davidstanley.com.

Union Hill Antique Tools
Collectible Tools for the Connoisseur at:

http://www. tool timer .com
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Plus:
· Free tool collector's database
· Interesting tool articles
· Type studies
· and more!
Steve Johnson
4521 243rd Ave. NE
Redmond, WA 98053
tooltimer@msn.com
425-868-1532 (voice and fax)
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